High-resolution electron microscopy (HREM) observation clarified that various types of interstitial dislocations were induced into b-Si 3 N 4 by highdose neutron irradiation, and two of them have been analysed and reported in our previous papers. These two defective structures are called type-I and type-II. They are interstitial dislocation loops introduced into {100} and {110} planes, respectively. In this study, it was found that some of these dislocation loops connected with each other. The connections of type-I-L2-type-II-B and type-I-R2-type-II-A dislocations were observed by HREM. Tetrahedral arrangements of the connected parts are proposed, based on the simplified crystal structure model of b-Si 3 N 4 . In addition, a new type of defect, type-III, was found. Type-III is an interstitial dislocation loop introduced into {100} planes. It was also found that type-I-A and type-III dislocations connected with each other.
Introduction
Silicon nitride (b-Si 3 N 4 ) is one of the most encouraging ceramic materials for many structural applications, since it shows excellent mechanical strength at both room and elevated temperatures, high fracture toughness, wear resistance and erosion resistance. Furthermore, Si 3 N 4 is one of the candidate materials for the first wall of fusion reactors, where it would be exposed to a high fluence of 14 MeV fusion neutrons at temperatures up to ~1000°C [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
After neutron irradiation, materials suffer severe property changes, such as volume change, lattice parameter change, thermal diffusivity degradation, mechanical strength degradation and hardness change, due to the introduction of several kinds of crystalline defects. The development of crystalline defects under neutron irradiation has been studied extensively in several ceramics, e.g. silicon carbide (SiC) [8] [9] [10] [11] , aluminium nitride (AlN) [12] [13] [14] and alumina (a-Al 2 O 3 ) [15] [16] [17] . However, there have been few studies of structural changes in Si 3 N 4 induced by high-energy neutron irradiation [18] . In our previous papers [19, 20] , we reported the macroscopic swelling and thermal diffusivity change after neutron irradiation up to fluence of ~10 26 neutrons m -2 (E n > 0.1 MeV). After the irradiation, b-Si 3 N 4 showed smaller volume expansion (swelling) and kept higher thermal diffusivity than b-SiC, a-Al 2 O 3 and AlN, which were irradiated under the same conditions. This indicates that b-Si 3 N 4 shows higher radiation stability than the other ceramics mentioned above.
These property changes are consequences of microscopic structural change, such as point-like defects, dislocation loops, stacking faults, voids, bubbles and micro-cracks. We have already reported the structural analyses of crystalline defects observed in neutron-irradiated b-Si 3 N 4 , based on precise highresolution electron microscopy (HREM) images. These defects were classified into various types and defect structure models were proposed for two of them [21, 22] . Type-I defect is an interstitial dislocation loop corresponding to an extra layer of SiN 4 tetrahedra inserted into {100} planes and the Burgers vector of this loop is ~1/6[023] when the loops are inserted into the (010) plane. Type-II defect is also an interstitial dislocation loop corresponding to one SiN 4 tetrahedral layer inserted into {110} planes and the Burgers vector of the loop is approximately 1/6[223] when the loops were inserted into the (110) plane. Each plane of a form ({100} and {110}) contains three hexagonal equivalent planes and as these planes are not parallel they cannot cross each other. We have found that a small number of dislocation loops adjoin each other. Cross sections of the connections can be observed in HREM photographs projected onto the (001) plane. In this paper, polyhedral configurations of adjoining structures are deduced based on HREM observation.
Methods
The b-Si 3 N 4 specimen was manufactured by the Nippon Steel Co., Tokyo, Japan (designated product NS101) from the raw materials of b-Si 3 N 4 powder (98.5% purity) together with sintering additives of <10 wt.% Y 2 O 3 (99.9%) and <2 wt.% ZrSi 2 (99%). These materials were sintered by the hot-pressing method, resulting in almost full density (3.33 g cm -3 ). X-ray diffractometry confirmed that the phase of Si 3 N 4 was dominantly b-type.
Neutron irradiation was performed in the experimental Nacooled fast reactor, JOYO, operated by Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute. The fast neutron fluence and the irradiation temperature of the specimens for transmission electron microscope (TEM) observation were 2.8 × 10 26 neutrons m -2 (E n > 0.1 MeV) at 520°C.
Foils for electron microscopy were prepared by the conventional ion-beam milling method using a beam of 5 kV Ar ions.
The TEM used in this study was an H-9000 (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) with a point resolution of 0.19 nm for a side entry specimen holder under operation at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. In the previous papers [21, 22] , two types of interstitial dislocation loops were reported which were induced into {100} planes (type-I) and {110} planes (type-II). In this figure, the loops induced into the (010) and the (110) planes are type-I, and the loops induced into the (210) plane are type-II. In addi- c direction is unknown, but presumably half is due to the twolayered stacking structure of b-Si 3 N 4 . We denote this defect structure as type-III. Figure 3 shows the dislocation edge of a type-III defect. The dislocation loop is induced into the (100) plane in the left side of this figure. Figure 4 shows a defect continuously changing from type-I-L2 to type-III on the (100) plane. This type-III defect structure is frequently observed in neutron-irradiated b-Si 3 N 4 and clear periodic HREM images suggest that the SiN 4 tetrahedra should be arranged periodically. However, a structural model of this defect has not yet been obtained using SiN 4 tetrahedral network that satisfy general networking rules, such as tetrahedra not sharing edges or faces and all apices being shared. [23] [24] [25] or P6 3 [26, 27] space group with a = 0.760 nm and c = 0.290 nm [28] . The difference in these space groups is very small and in this study the simpler P6 3 /m space group is assumed. Two N atoms occupy the 2c position (1/3, 2/3, 1/4) and six N atoms occupy the 6h position (0.3323, 0.0314, 1/4). Six Si atoms also occupy the 6h position (0.1733, 0.7694, 1/4) in P6 3 /m symmetry.
Results
In order to aid the construction of defect models, a simpli- fied structure was defined by replacing the actual atomic coordinates by a set of idealized coordinates [21] , in such a way that the SiN 4 tetrahedra are not tilted when viewed along the c axis. The coordinates of Si and N atoms at the 6h position were set as (1/6, 3/4, 1/4) and (1/3, 0, 1/4), respectively, while the positions of N at the 2c position were left unchanged. In this simplified model, the projections of all SiN 4 tetrahedra on the (001) plane are equilateral triangles whereas the (001) projection of a SiN 4 tetrahedron is an isosceles triangle in the actual structure. Simulated images of b-Si 3 N 4 based on the actual structure and the simplified model showed no obvious difference looking down along the [001] direction [21] . Figure 5a shows the simplified structure model of b-Si 3 N 4 projected on to the (001) plane. Figures 5b and 5c show type-I-L2 and -R2 defect structure models reported in the first paper [21] , and Figs. 5d and 5e show type-II-A and -B defect structure models reported in the second paper [22] , respectively. , no distortion or no mismatching of tetrahedra happened across these defects. We were not able to obtain a simulated image of this model because of the limitations of the simulator software used. The representative cell of this model is too large to calculate. Figure 6b shows another model of the defect-connection structure. In this figure, a type-I-R2 defect is induced along the [100] direction and a type-II-A defect is induced along the [110] direction. These loops are also connected without any disorder and the connecting angle is the same as in the case mentioned above, 150°. In this case the Burgers vectors of type-I-R2 and type-II-A are equal as b = 1/6 [223] . During HREM observations, we found very few of this dislocation loop structure, which turns right from type-I to type-II.
An infrequent observation is the loop shown to the upper right side of arrow 'D' in Fig. 1 . This loop seemed to be type-I-R structure from the Burgers vector of this defect. Type-I-R1 and type-I-R2 structures have already been reported previously [21] . Type-I-R1 contains crystal chemical problems, i.e. some nitrogen atoms are shared by four SiN 4 tetrahedra. The type-I-R2 structure is equally as possible as type-I-L2 structure from the viewpoint of crystal chemistry, and matching of observed and simulated images. Thus, this interstitial dislocation loop is thought to be type-I-R2 defect. However, this HREM image is slightly different from the simulated image reported in a previous paper [21] . There are only a few observed HREM images of this defect, so it is difficult to confirm type-I-R2 configuration through sufficient image matching.
The connection structure shown in Fig. 6b requires type-II-A structure and the connecting structure indicated by arrow 'C' in Fig. 6a requires type-II-B structure. But in these figures, images of the connecting region are not so clear, and the details of these defects were too unclear to recognize the difference between type-II-A and type-II-B. However, the difference between type-II-A and type-II-B is very small, and these two structures can connect in series along the defect-inserted layer.
In addition, Fig. 6c shows another model of defect-connection structure. In this figure, type-I-R2 defect is induced along the [100] direction and type-I-L2 is induced along the [010] direction. In this case, Burgers vectors of both defects are equal as b = 1/6[223]. These loops are connected at an angle of 120°. This connection has not been observed by HREM.
It is reported that b-Si 3 N 4 showed smaller macroscopic swelling and thermal diffusivity degradation than b-SiC, aAl 2 O 3 and AlN [19, 20] . It is possible that these connection structures of dislocation loops in b-Si 3 N 4 work to reduce the strain in irradiated crystals. However, the connecting structure is confined within several types, where particular types of defect structures connect in a particular direction. For example, when a type-I-L2 defect connects to a type-II-B defect, it always turns left in the (001) projection (as in Fig. 6a) . Thus, the number of connection structures is not large and the effect in reducing the strain is limited. Otherwise, dislocation loops can connect with each other, but never intersect crosswise or form T-junctions. It means a dislocation loop works as a firewall for other dislocation loops that extend to the intersectional direction. Finally, an irradiated crystal will be divided into small sections by dislocation loops and these dislocation loops cannot extend any longer. It means these dislocation loops cannot work as a strong sink for interstitial atoms. These sink-less interstitial atoms move around in the small divided section and annihilate with vacancies sooner or later. Thus, it is possible that the swelling of b-Si 3 N 4 is limited to be relatively low level.
Concluding remarks
Various types of interstitial dislocation loops were observed by HREM in heavily neutron-irradiated b-Si 3 N 4 . Some of these interstitial dislocation loops interact with each other. In this paper, type-I-L2-type-II-B and type-I-R2-type-II-A connection structures were observed and structure models are proposed. In these connection structures, Burgers vectors of both dislocations are the same, therefore, no extra strain is induced around the connected parts. Type-I-R2 structure was proposed in our previous paper, but the HREM image was first obtained in this paper. On the other hand, type-I-L2-type-I-R2 structure model was also proposed, but the actual HREM image was not obtained. Furthermore, a new defect structure, type-III, was found by HREM observation. 
